Programming the assembly of gold nanoparticles on graphene oxide sheets using DNA
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Programming the assembly of gold nanoparticles on graphene oxide sheets using DNA.

Amelie Heuer-Jungemann,a Liam Kiessling,a Emmanuel Stratakis,cd Emmanuel Kymakis,e Afaf H. El-Sagheer,fg Tom Browng and Antonios G. Kanaras*a

We present a new method to program the covalent binding of gold nanoparticles onto graphene oxide sheets. The binding selectivity is driven by the synergy of chemically modified oligonucleotides, grafted onto the surfaces of nanoparticles and graphene oxide. In the presence of a templating complementary DNA strand, nanoparticles are brought near the surface of the graphene oxide. Once in close proximity, the DNA strands are ligated to create a permanent link between the nanoparticles and graphene oxide, ensuring stability of the system even during DNA melting conditions. Due to the selectivity and specificity of DNA, a second layer of gold nanoparticles of different size can be grafted on the top of the first layer of particles. The simplicity of this new method allows for its universal applicability when the formation of highly programmable, covalently linked hybrid nanoparticle-graphene oxide structures is a necessity.

Introduction

Ground-breaking work by Novoselov and Geim in 2004 reported for the first time a new crystallographic two-dimensional form of carbon, namely graphene. Very soon, it was realized that graphene possesses intrinsic electronic, optical and thermal properties.2 These unique properties of graphene, in combination with high flexibility, strength and the ease of its chemical modification, resulted in an immense rise of scientific interest.2-5 Lately, a significant amount of research on graphene and its derivatives has been focussed on the development of hybrid systems, where graphene is functionalized with other materials (e.g. nanoparticles (NP), active molecules) with the aim of developing novel nanostructures with enriched properties.6-11 The applications of such systems span a broad range of research fields ranging from biomedicine to energy harvesting. For example Stratakis et al. reported that graphene oxide (GO)-gold hole transport layers can significantly enhance the efficiency and stability of photovoltaic devices.12 Zhang and co-workers showed that quaternary composites of graphene@Fe3O4@SiO2@polyaniline possess great potential as novel lightweight microwave absorption materials.10 Recently, our group demonstrated a DNA sensor based on fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between NaYF4:Yb,Er nanoparticles and graphene oxide,13 whilst Kim and co-workers reported the use of reduced GO-magnetite hybrids for the efficient removal of arsenic from drinking water.14 Choe et al. demonstrated an improved electrocatalytic oxygen reduction reaction using reduced graphene oxide (rGO) modified with PEDOT and MnO2 nanoparticles.11 On the other hand, Gilbertson et al. highlighted that the formation of hybrid plasmonic metal-graphene systems is especially attractive due to combined unique optical properties of both materials, resulting in a new class of optical metamaterials.15 From all these recent studies, it is evident that graphene and graphene derivative hybrid systems display enormous potential for a variety of applications. Thus, the requirement for novel strategies to create more complex and advanced graphene oxide-NP hybrid structures in a controlled manner becomes apparent.

However, most chemical protocols for the formation of graphene oxide-NP hybrid assemblies reported to date lack the element of specificity and programmability, and in many cases these protocols describe the uncontrollable adsorption of NPs onto the surface of graphene. This chemical approach is advantageous because of its simplicity, but it imposes limitations with respect to the controlled development of hybrid structures. To address this issue we utilized DNA - an excellent tool to create programmable GO-nanoparticle hybrid structures. Apart from its unique versatility and selectivity,
DNA can be easily modified with functional groups to enrich its properties such as fluorescent dyes and chemically reactive groups.\textsuperscript{16} Thus, DNA has become an established scaffold for the assembly of novel nanomaterials.\textsuperscript{17-20}

Here we show that oligonucleotides can be employed to rationally program the binding of gold nanoparticles on graphene oxide templates. Such hybrid assemblies have shown great potential applications in areas such as biosensing, MEMS or catalysis.\textsuperscript{8, 21, 22} Moreover, the utilization of chemically modified oligonucleotides enables the use of copper-free click chemistry for the facile formation of DNA ligated hybrid graphene oxide-nanoparticle structures that remain robust even under stringent or DNA denaturing conditions. To the best of our knowledge this is the first report of the formation of highly programmable, covalently linked GO-AuNP hybrids.

Results and discussion

Covalent attachment of oligonucleotides on GO

GO contains a large number of carboxylic groups, which could be readily reacted with amine terminated molecules using an EDC/sulfo-NHS coupling strategy. Therefore, in order to covalently bind DNAs on the GO surface we modified oligonucleotides (Oligo 1 and Oligo 5, see Scheme 1 for sequences) with an amine group. Because in this particular experiment our aim was to maximize the number of DNA strands attached to the GO, we employed a previously reported coupling protocol developed by our group, which has proven efficient for nanoparticulate systems.\textsuperscript{23}

To ensure that GO was covalently functionalized with oligonucleotides, the samples were characterized by UV-vis spectroscopy, ζ-potential measurements and FT-IR (Characterisation was carried out after purification by three centrifugation/decantation and re-dispersion steps to ensure that any non-covalently attached DNA was removed).

The characteristic UV spectrum of GO exhibits a maximum peak at 230 nm, owing to π→π* transitions (C=C bonds) as well as a shoulder from 290-350 nm attributed to n→π* transitions (C=O bonds).\textsuperscript{24} Once the DNA is covalently bound, it alters the electronic ground state of GO, resulting in spectral changes as shown in Figure 1A.\textsuperscript{25} The main characteristics of the spectrum in this case are the appearance of an absorption maximum at 260 nm, indicative of the π→π* transitions in the DNA strands, and a decrease of the shoulder at 280-350 nm (GO n→π* transition). (As a comparison, the UV-Vis spectrum of DNA non-covalently adsorbed onto GO is shown in Fig. S7, electronic supplementary information (ESI)).

The functionalization of GO with oligonucleotides was also confirmed by ζ-potential measurements, which showed a change in the net charge of the solution from -25.2 ± 0.4 mV to -40.1 ± 1.4 mV (Fig. 1B). This can be attributed to the increased negative charge conferred by the anionic DNA phosphate backbone.

Additional confirmation of covalent bonding between DNA and GO was obtained by FT-IR spectroscopy, which shows the appearance of characteristic amide absorption bands (Fig. S8).

The covalent functionalization of GO with DNA is essential to ensure that GO-DNA conjugates remain functional for further modifications even under conditions, which cause extensive DNA desorption such as low salt concentration or high pH.\textsuperscript{26}

Formation of graphene oxide-gold nanoparticle hybrid assemblies

The general strategy for the formation of graphene oxide-gold nanoparticle hybrid assemblies is illustrated in Scheme 1. In our experiment, an excess of alkyne-oligonucleotide (Oligo 2) coated 13 nm gold nanoparticles (see ESI section S1 for the experimental preparation of DNA coated gold nanoparticles and section S3 for the relevant characterization) was mixed with a solution of azide-oligonucleotide (Oligo 1) functionalized GO. Then a third template DNA strand (Oligo 3), partially complementary to both Oligo 1 and Oligo 2, was added to the solution. Once hybridized, the reactive alkyne and azide groups on Oligo 1 and Oligo 2 are situated in close proximity and spontaneously ‘click’. Using a strained cyclooctyne as the reactive alkyne group allows for a spontaneous, copper-free click reaction with an azide group via the ring-strain promoted alkyne-azide [3+2] cycloaddition (SPAAC).\textsuperscript{27} Optionally, it is possible to remove Oligo 3 with the splint complement Oligo 4 via competitive hybridisation, due to the incorporation of non-complementary overhangs in Oligo 3 (see scheme 1, overhangs are depicted in yellow). This simple, high yielding copper-free click chemistry reaction has

\[ \text{[3+2] cycloaddition} \]
previously been employed by us to successfully form gold nanoparticle dimers and trimers. The selectivity of the proposed method enables a multi-step programming of the desired materials as presented here.

To purify the covalently linked GO-nanoparticle assemblies from non-reacted DNA-coated gold nanoparticles, we took advantage of their large size difference. Agarose gel electrophoresis is widely employed to separate particles according to their size and charge. This effective purification method has been reported by others to separate functionalized graphene oxide from small species.

An agarose gel of our experiment is shown in Figure 2A. Two distinct bands can be seen in this gel. A red band, corresponding to unconjugated DNA-AuNPs and a brown band corresponding to GO-gold nanoparticle conjugates. The small pore size of the agarose gel matrix allows only the comparatively small non-conjugated DNA-AuNPs to enter the gel, while the larger GO-AuNP assemblies remain in the wells. This accumulation in the gel allowed for facile separation of the pure hybrid nanoparticle-GO assemblies. Various techniques were utilized to show that AuNPs were successfully conjugated to GO.

Owing to their optical properties, UV-vis spectroscopy represents a quick and simple tool for the characterisation of

---

**Scheme 1** Schematic illustration of the formation of covalently ligated hybrid GO-AuNP systems. Oligo 1 and Oligo 2 DNA modified graphene oxide and nanoparticles are brought into close proximity by hybridisation with the templating splint strand Oligo 3. Once hybridised, ‘click’ ligation occurs instantaneously, yielding a covalent triazole link. (For simplicity only one DNA strand per nanoparticle or graphene oxide sheet is shown). Owing to Oligo 3 bearing non-complementary overhangs, removal is possible by competitive hybridisation with the splint complement Oligo 4.

**Figure 2** A) Purification of non-conjugated AuNPs (red band) from GO-AuNP hybrids (brown band); B) Normalized UV-vis spectra of GO-DNA (black) and GO-AuNP hybrids (red); C) Representative TEM image of GO-AuNP hybrids after purification. Scale bar is 500 nm.
hybrid assemblies. Figure 2B displays the UV-vis spectra of GO modified with DNA (black) and pure GO-AuNP hybrids (red). As expected, the spectrum of the hybrid assemblies shows the appearance of the distinct gold nanoparticle plasmon peak at 520 nm, indicating the presence of gold nanoparticles.\(^{25}\)

Further evidence that the nanoparticles were successfully grafted onto GO was obtained by transmission electron microscopy. Figure 2C shows a sheet of GO decorated with AuNPs (additional images and Raman spectra in ESI Fig. S9 & 10).

In order to confirm that AuNPs and GO sheets were indeed covalently ligated, a control experiment was performed (see ESI scheme S1). In this case assemblies were formed as before, but with GO-DNA conjugates lacking the azide functional group (Oligo 5-GO conjugates) required for the DNA click reaction. Following this experimental route, assemblies could still form in the presence of Oligo 3. However, as Oligo 3 was designed to contain non-complementary overhangs, it could be selectively removed, thus releasing the non-ligated DNA-nanoparticle conjugates from the graphene oxide template.

Figure 3 displays a representative gel of ligated and non-ligated assemblies after removal of the templating splint strand Oligo 3 (cf. Schemes 1 and S1). Lane 2 shows the clicked assemblies, (that had previously been purified as discussed above (cf. Fig. 2A)) as a brown-reddish band, which did not enter the agarose gel due to their large size. Contrastingly, in lane 1, a brown band could be seen in the well of the gel, accompanied by an additional red band. Due to the lack of an azide group on the Oligo 5-GO conjugates, the assemblies dissociated after removal of the splint strand, thus allowing the DNA-AuNP conjugates to enter the gel (red band), whilst GO-DNA conjugates remained in the well.

Subsequent analysis of the GO containing products from lanes 1 and 2 by UV-vis spectroscopy and TEM further confirmed these findings (see ESI Fig. S6). Whilst the TEM images show ‘bare’ GO sheets or assembled GO-AuNP hybrids for products recovered from lanes 1 and 2 respectively (Fig. S6B&C), UV-vis analysis (Fig. S6A) further revealed the disappearance of the gold nanoparticle plasmon peak in the spectrum of non-ligated assemblies. From these results it can be concluded that covalent functionalization of GO with AuNPs was indeed achieved successfully.

Further functionalization of GO-AuNP hybrid assemblies

In order to demonstrate that the formation of more complex hybrid assemblies can be programmed using our universal strategy, we performed a second click ligation step utilizing smaller, 5 nm, AuNPs. These were functionalized with thiolated Oligo 1, thus being able to form assemblies only with Oligo 2-AuNPs grafted on the GO surface (See ESI scheme S2). As prepared GO-AuNP hybrids with attached DNA-AuNPs bearing free alkyne groups were mixed with an excess of 5 nm AuNPs, each of them bearing only one azide modified DNA...
strand (see ESI Fig, S5). These particles were then brought into close proximity via Oligo 3, allowing for the click ligation to occur. Subsequent purification by agarose gel electrophoresis finally yielded the pure hybrid structures of GO-AuNP(13 nm)-AuNP (5 nm). The success of this additional grafting step was evident by UV-vis spectroscopy (Fig. 4A) and transmission electron microscopy (Fig. 4B).

As expected, the UV spectrum for GO-AuNP (13 nm)-AuNP (5 nm) hybrid assemblies shows similarities to that of GO-AuNP (13 nm) assemblies. However, a broadening in the absorbance of the characteristic AuNP plasmon peak can be observed, indicating the successful ligation of 5 nm AuNP-DNA conjugates. Ultimately, transmission electron microscopy validated these results. Figure 4B shows a GO sheet decorated with both 13 and 5 nm AuNPs (additional images in ESI Fig. S10). One can see that 5 nm AuNPs are indeed associated with 13 nm AuNPs, owing to their covalent DNA link.

Conclusions

Graphene/nanoparticle hybrids have seen a great rise in interest in the past years, yet there is a lack of specificity and programmability in many reported assembly strategies. In this study we showed that graphene oxide sheets can be decorated with 13 nm gold nanoparticles using copper free DNA click ligation. The programmability and specificity of our assembly strategy was successfully demonstrated by incorporation of a second layer of 5 nm gold nanoparticle-DNA conjugates. The described protocol represents a new and straightforward chemical route to create programmable and robust GO-nanoparticle hybrid structures. Due to the simple nature of the method, it will be universally applicable for the formation of even more complex advanced hybrid systems, unraveling a new era of functional materials.
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